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Abst rac t - -We consider the following boundary value problem: 
(--1)n-PAny=AF(k,y, Ay,...,An-ly), n~2,  O<k<m, 
Aiy(O) =0, O~_i<_p--1; Aiy(m+n--i) =0, O<i<n--p--  1, 
where 1 < p _< n - 1 is fixed and A > 0. A characterization f the values of A is carried out so that 
the boundary value problem has a positive solution. Next, for A = 1, criteria are developed for the 
existence of two positive solutions of the boundary value problem. In addition, for particular cases 
we also offer upper and lower bounds for these positive solutions. Several examples are included to 
dwell upon the importance ofthe results obtained. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords--Eigenvalues,  Positive solutions, Difference quations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let c, d (d > c) be integers. We shall define the discrete interval [c, d] -- (c, c + 1 , . . . ,  d}. All 
other interval notat ion will carry its standard meaning, e.g., (0, c¢) denotes the set of positive real 
numbers.  For a nonnegat ive integer n, we also define the factorial expression k! n) n-1 = [I~=0 (k -  i) 
with k (°) = 1. Let Ay(k) = y(k + 1) - y(k) and for n > 2, Any(k) = A(An-ly(k)).  
*The author is grateful to A. von Humboldt Foundation for awarding him a Feodor Lynen Research Fellowship 
to support his work. 
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In this paper, we shall consider the following conjugate boundary value problem: 
( -1 )n -PA~y = AF (k,y, Ay , . . . ,An - ly )  , k e [0, m], 
A~y(0)=0,  0<i<p-1 ,  Aiy(m + n - i) = O, O < i < n - p -1 ,  
(1.1) 
where A > 0 and n, p, m are fixed integers with n > 2, 1 < p < n - 1, and m _> p. Throughout, 
it is assumed that there exist continuous functions f : (0, c~) ~ (0, c~) and u, v : [0, m] --* R such 
that 
(A1) f is nondecreasing; 
(A2) for z e (0, c~), 
u(k) <_ F(k ,x ,  x t , . . .  ,xn-1) < v(k); and 
f (x )  
(A3) u(k) is nonnegative and is not identically zero on [0, m]; also there exists 0 < k0 < 1 with 
u(k) > kov(k) for k E [0, m]. 
By a positive solution y of (1.1), we mean a nontrivial y : [0, m + n] ~ [0, c~) satisfying (1.1). 
If, for a particular A, the boundary value problem (1.1) has a positive solution y, then A is called 
an eigenvalue and y a corresponding eigenfunction of (1.1). We let E be the set of eigenvalues of
the boundary value problem (1.1), i.e., 
E = {A > 0 [ (1.1) has a positive solution}. 
Further, we introduce the notations 
f0 = l im f(x___)), foo = l im f(x) 
x---*0 + X x--~oo X 
Our first task is the characterization f the values of A so that the boundary value problem (1.1) 
has a positive solution. Specifically, we shall show that the set E is an interval and establish 
criteria for E to be an unbounded interval or a bounded (open or half-closed) interval. In addition, 
without the monotonicity condition (A1), explicit eigenvalue intervals are derived in terms of f0 
and foo. 
Next, for the case A = 1, we shall develop criteria for the existence of two positive solutions 
of (1.1). Further, we shall consider the following special cases of (1.1) (n = 2, p = 1): 
A2y+a(k)  (ya+y~)  =0,  ke[0 ,m] ,  y(O)=y(m+2) - -O  (1.2) 
and 
A2y + a(k) e ~'y = O, k e [0, m], y(O) = y(m + 2) = 0. (1.3) 
It is assumed that 0 < a < 1 < fl, a > 0, and a(k) is nonnegative on [0, m] and is not identically 
zero on ~,m]. In addition to providing existence criteria for two positive solutions of (1.2) 
and (1.3), we also establish upper and lower bounds for these positive solutions. 
The motivation for the present work stems from many recent investigations. In fact, when n - 2 
the boundary value problem (1.1) is a discrete model of a wide spectrum of nonlinear phenomena 
such as gas diffusion through porous media, nonlinear diffusion generated by nonlinear sources, 
thermal self-ignition of a chemically active mixture of gases in a vessel, catalysis theory, chemically 
reacting systems, adiabatic tubular reactor processes, as well as concentration i chemical or 
biological problems, where only positive solutions are meaningful, e.g., see [1-7]. For the special 
case A = 1, (1.1) and its particular and related cases have been the subject matter of many recent 
publications on singular boundary value problems, for this we refer to [8-15]. Further, in the 
case of second-order boundary value problems, (1.1) occurs in applications involving nonlinear 
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elliptic problems in annular egions, e.g., see [16-19]. Once again in all these applications, it is 
frequent hat only solutions that are positive are useful. 
It is noted that the importance of (1.2) and of its continuous version have been well illustrated 
in [20,21], respectively. With a(k) being a constant function, the boundary value problem (1.3) 
actually arises in applications involving the diffusion of heat generated by positive temperature- 
dependent sources [22]. For instance, if a = 1 the boundary value problem occurs in the analysis 
of Joule losses in electrically conducting solids as well as in frictional heating. 
Recently, several eigenvalue characterizations for related continuous systems have been carried 
out. To cite a few examples, Fink, Gatica and Hernandez [23] have dealt with the boundary 
value problem 
y"+Aq(t)f(y)=O, t• (0 ,1 ) ,  y (0 )=y(1)=0.  
A more general problem, namely, 
y(n)+q(t)f(y)=O, t•(O, 1), y(i)(O)=y(1)=O, 0<i<n-2  
has been discussed in [24]. Further, Eloe and Henderson [25] have considered a special case of 
the continuous version of (1.1). As for twin positive solutions, several studies on boundary value 
problems different from (1.1) can be found in [20,26-29]. Our results not only generalize and 
extend the known theorems for all the above eigenvalue problems, but also complement the work 
of many authors [9,15,30-38], as well as include several other known c~iteria offered in [39]. Note 
also that our approach to the discrete problem (1.1) is similar to the methods we have used in 
the continuous case [40]. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we shall state a fixed-point heorem due 
to [41], obtain the explicit expression of a certain Green's function, and develop some properties 
of this Green's function for later use. By defining an appropriate Banach space and cone, in 
Section 3, we shall characterize the set E. Explicit eigenvalue intervals in terms of f0 and foo 
are established in Section 4. We shall investigate the existence of double positive solutions in 
Section 5. Finally, the boundary value problems (1.2) and (1.3) are treated, respectively, in 
Sections 6 and 7. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
THEOREM 2.1. (See [41].) Let B be a Banach space, and let C(C B) be a cone. Assume ~1,12~ 
are open subsets orB with 0 • f~l, ~1 C ~2, and let 
s :  c n c 
be a completely continuous operator such that, either 
(a) IISYll < IlYlI, Y • C n O~t, and IlSyll >_ Ilyll, y • C n 0~2, or 
(b) IISyll > IlYlI, Y • C n O~t, and IlSYll < IlYlI, Y • C n O~=. 
Then, S has a fixed point in C n ((~2\~1). 
To obtain a solution for (1.1), we require a mapping whose kernel G(k, ~) is the Green's function 
of the boundary value problem 
Any=O, Aiy(O)=O, O<i<p-1 ,  A iy (m+n- i )=O,  O<i<n-p -1 ,  
or equivalently, 
Any=O, Aiy (0)=0,  0<i<p-1 ,  Aiy(m+p+l)=O,  O<i<n- -p -1 ,  (2.1) 
where 1 < p <_ n - 1 is fixed. We shall find the explicit expression of the Green's function G(k, e). 
For this, it is known from [42] that 
m 
y(k) - H(k) = ~ G(k, £)Any(~), (2.2) 
g=0 
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where H is the two-point Hermite interpolating polynomial of degree (n - 1) satisfying 
A~H(O) = A~y(O), 
AiH(m + p + I) = Aiy(m + p + 1), 
0<i<p-1 ,  
O<i<n-p-1 .  
(2.3) 
We shall need some notations• Let 
g(k ,e )  = 
(k -  e)(=-~) (k-  e)(~-:) \ 
(~ - p)! "" (~ - :)! ) : Ap_l (k - e) (n-p) Ap_l (k - ~)(n -1)  
(n -p ) !  "'" (n -  1)! 
and 
and put 
[- I(k,e) = 
(k - g)(P) (k - e) (n-l) ) 
p! "'" (n - 1)! 
. • , 
" - -  e) (p) An_p_1 ( i  - -  e) (n - l )  
An_V_ :(k p! "'" (n -  1)! 
H(k) -- H(k, m + p + 1)H-l(0, m + p + 1) and /~r(k) --/~r(k, 0)/:r- l(m + p + 1, 0). 
Then, there exist CO(k),..., av_l(k ), do(k),..., dn-p-l(k) with 
H(k)  = 
co(k) 
AP-ico(k) 
... cp-l(k)i / 
... AP-Xcp_ l (~)  ] 
and ( do(k) ... dn-p-l(k) ) 
~(k)  = : : • 
An-V-:d0(k) ... An-P-:dn_p_l(k) 
We have H(0) = H(m+p+l )  = I. I fn -2p+l  > 0, then H(m+p+l )  = 0 and i fn -2p+l  < 0, 
then the number of rows of H (m + p + 1) is p > n - p + 1 and the first i n , p) rows of H(m + p + 1) 
have only zero entries. If 2p - n + 1 > 0, then/~r(0) = 0 and if 2/) - n + 1 < 0, then the number 
of rows of / t (0)  is n - p > p + 1 and the first p rows of/~(0) have only zero entries. This implies 
that p--1 n--p--1 
H(k) = Zci(k)Aiy(O)+ ~ dj(k)AJy(m+p+ 1) 
i=O j=-O 
is a polynomial of degree (n - 1) satisfying (2.3) and hence is our required Hermite interpolating 
polynomial. In [42], the explicit expressions of ci and dj are given by 
p--i-1 ) 
~(k)  = (m + ~ - k) (~-~) ~ (n  - p + ~ - : k(~÷~) 
r i!(m + ~(n-v+r)  
r----0 
(2.4) 
and ~-~-j-1 (p ) 
dj(k)=(_l)Jk(p ) ~ +r-1  (m+p+j+r -k )  0+~) (2.5) 
r j[(m + p + 1 + j + r)(p+r) "
r~-O 
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Now, we have by the discrete version of Taylor's theorem [39, Theorem 1.7.51, 
aP- l (yLg) (k ) ]  
=H(k ,m+p+l )  
An-P(y - H)(m + p + 1) 
an- l (y -  H)(m +p + I) 
/ m_.+_+p (k_g_ l ) (n -1 )  x 
/ m+p (k - g - i) (n-p) / \,rk ~=~ Any(t)] 
so that  
• = H- l (O ,m+p+ 1) • , 
An- l (y -H) (m+p+ i) ~ (-g,1)(.~nt-P)Any(g)) 
e=o (n - p). 
and hence, 
,~o -~r-~-T-. a°y(g) ,=~ - ( ; : I ) .T  
• _ _  • 
= H(a) -,+p (-e- f)(n-,) ,,,+p (k - g- ~)(--,) 
E ° d (n- v)! a"y(g) _ t=E (~_ p)! 
any(g) 
Any(t) 
Therefore, 
m+p p--1 (__g __ l)(n_i_l) m+p (k - g - 1) (n-l)  
y(k) - H(k) = E E ci(k) -(n---~--~)t. Any(g) - E ~-~- ~ A-y(g).  
g=O ~=0 ~=k 
. 
(2.6) 
Similarly, we obtain 
= -/~(k) 
and therefore, 
f AP(y -  H)(O) 
~(k,0) | • ) 
\ An-1(y "- H)(O) 
/~  (m + p- g)(.-l) / ,=o ~ : V)., AnY(g) 
: + 
(m +p g)(P) 
e=o P! AnY(g) 
+/,=o tn-,). 
[ k -1  (k  - g - '1~ (p) 
\ ,~o' 7 . ,  aoy(g) 
e=o i n - 11" 
y(k) - H(k) = E -- - E dj(k) 
t=o ( n - l ). t=o j=o 
(m+P-g)(n-d-1)Any(g). 
(u - i - l ) !  
(2.7) 
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Plugging (2.4) and (2.5) into (2.6) and (2.7), respectively, and then using (2.2), we find that the 
Green's function G(k, g) for (2.1) is given by 
1 
L ~=o (m + ,:---~("-p+o j
( - -e -  1) (n - j - l )  k)(n_p)  ' 
x j l (n - j -1 ) !  (m+n-  O<g<k-1 ,  
a(k,e)= 
o7:  -' k),-,,1 
j=o k i=0 (m+ p+ l+ j+  i) (p+i)] 
x( -1 )  j ( re -+p-  g)(--n-J-1) k('), k < g < m. 
j ! (n -  j -  1)! 
Further, it is known that [39,43] 
(-1)"-VG(k, e) > O, (k,e) e [p,m +p] × [O,m]. 
For each £ E [0, m], we shall denote 
LEMMA 2.1. 
(2.s) 
(2.9) 
IIG(.,e)II-- max IG(k,e)l= max .(-1)n-PG(k,e). (2.10) 
kE [O,m+n] kE [O,m+n] " 
(See [43].) Let 5 E [p, m + p] be given. For (k, g) E [5, m + p] x [0, m], we have 
(-1)'~-"G(k, e) _> Kella(-,e)L 
minke[e,m+p] h(p, k) 
maxke[6,m+p] h(p, k) J 
h(x, k) = k(Z-1)(m + n - k) (n-x). 
For (k, e) E [0, m + n] x [0, m], we have 
(-1)n-pG(k,e) = [G(k,e)[ < max{q(e) , r (e )}  - ¢(0, 
where 0 < K8 < 1 is a constant given by 
rain ~ minke[e,m+p] h(p + 1, k) 
K6 [ maxke[$,m+p ] h(p + 1, k) ' 
and 
LEMMA 2.2. 
where 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
j--0 
PROOF. It is clear from (2.8) that 
< f q(e), o < e < k -  1 ! < IG(k,e) l ¢(e). 
- [ . r (g) ,  k< l<m J -  
For a nontrivial y : [0, m + n] --* [0, oo), we shall denote 
m m 
a = E¢(g)v(g) f (y(£))  and b = E IIv(,g)]lu(g)f(y(g)). (2.14) 
l=0 g----0 
In view of Lemma 2.2, (A2) and (A3), it is clear that a > b > 0. Further, we define the constant 
3' = Kp k0 rain HG("g)II ~e[o,,-I ¢(e) ' (2.15) 
where Kp is given in (2.12). It is noted that 0 < 7 < 1. 
) ] q(g) ---- E n - p + i - 1 (m + n) (j+i) (g + n - j - 1) (n- j - l )  i (m-+--'n--" ~p+/ )  j!(n - j  - 1)! (m+n-e-1) (n -P )  
j=0 L i=0 
and 
n--p--1 "n--p--j- 1 
i=o i (m -4- p -4- 1 -4- j -4- i)(p+i) j!(n - j - 1)[ " 
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3. CHARACTERIZAT ION OF E IGENVALUES 
Let B be the Banach space defined by 
B = {Y IY :  [0, m + n] -* R} 
with norm IlYll = maxke[0,m+n] ly(k)h and let 
C = {y e B l y(k) > O , k e [O,m + n]; min 
kE [p,m+p] 
We note that C is a cone in B. Further, we denote 
C(N) = {y e C I Ilyll < N}. 
Let the operator S : C -~ B be defined by 
m 
sy(k) = ~-:~(-1)~-,a(k, ~)F if, y(e), ~y(~) . . . .  , ~-~y(e) ) ,  
g=0 
y(k) ~ 711yll}. 
k e [0, m + n]. (3.1) 
To obtain a positive solution of (1.1), we shall seek a fixed point of the operator AS in the cone C. 
It is clear from (A2) and (2.9) that 
m m 
~-~(-1)n-PC(k,e)u(~)f(y(~)) < Sy(k) < ~(-1)n-PC(k,e)v(~)f(y(~)), k e [0,,~ + hi. (3.2) 
~=0 e=O 
THEOREM 3.1. There exists c > 0 such that the interval (0, c] C E. 
PROOF. Let N > 0 be given. Define 
c = f(N----~ ¢(e)v(e) (:3.3) 
Let A e (0, c]. We shall prove that AS maps C(N) into C(N). For this, let y E C(N). We 
shall first show that ASy e C. From (3.2) and (A3), it is clear that 
m 
(ASy)(k) > A E ( -1 )n -PG(k ,  t)u(g)f(y(g)) > O, k e [0, m + n]. (3.4) 
t----O 
Further, it follows from (3.2), Lemma 2.2, and (2.14) that 
m m 
Sy(k) < E( -1 )n -PG(k ,  g)v(e)f(y(t)) < E ¢(e)v(g)f(y(g)) = a, k e [0, m + n]. 
g=O /=0 
Thus, 
IISy[[ _< a. (3.5) 
Now, in view of (3.2), Lemma 2.1, (2.14), (3.5), and (2.15), we find for k ~ [p, m + p], 
m 
(ASy)(k) > A~-~ KpIIG(., g)llu(g)f(y(~)) = AKpb > A'fllSYll = 71[ASyII. 
~=0 
Therefore, 
rain .(ASy)(k) > 7]]ASy]]. (3.6) 
kE [p,mTp] 
Coupling (3.4) and (3.6), we see that ASy E C. 
Next, we shall verify that IIASylt < N. For this, on using (3.2), Lemma 2.2, (A1), and (3.3) 
successively, we get for k E [0, m + n], 
?r$ m m 
(ASy)(k) < A ~ ¢(~)v(~)f(y(~)) < A ~ ¢(~)v(~)f(N) <_e~ ¢(~)v(~)f(N) = N. 
~=0 ~=0 ~=0 
Hence, IIASyll < N. We have shown that (AS)(C(N)) c C(N). Also, the standard arguments 
yield that AS is completely continuous. By Schauder's fixed-point theorem, AS has a fixed point 
in C(N). Clearly, this fixed point is a positive solution of (1.1), and therefore, A is an eigenvalue 
of (1.1). Since A C (0, e] is arbitrary, it follows immediately that the interval (0, c] C E. 
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THEOREM 3.2. I£Ao E E,  then (0, Ao] C_ E.  So E /s an interval. 
PROOF. The proof makes use of the monotonicity and compactness of the operator S on the 
cone C. We refer to [23, Theorem 3.2] for details. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let A be an eigenvalue o£ (1.1) and y E C be a corresponding eigenfunction. 
(a) Suppose that (n -p )  is odd and Aiy(0) = bi, p < i < n -1  with b~_l > O. Then, A 
satisfies 
~ max A( j ,7 / )<A< min B(j,~?), i fn -p>p (3.7) 
O<_j<_p--1 O<_j<p--1 -- 
and 
p(~,k) = 
[ rn+p 
and 
rm+p 
(b) 
max A( j ,  O) < A < min B( j ,  0), if n - p < p, 
O<_j<_n-p-1 - -  --  O<_j<n--p-1 
where 
p- 1 k(i) n -p -  1 k(i+2p_n) 
7/ (k )=Ebn_p+i  i[ ' 0(k)= E bp+i ( i+2p-n) ! '  
i=0 i=0 
k-1 (k - 1 - g)(p-1) n-p-1 k(i+p) 
Ex(g)  D = max E bp+i (i + p)!'  
t=o (p -  1)! ' ke[O,rn+nl i=0 
(g + n-~-P--1--- ~)~ -P-  1- J)] I f (D) 
(n -p -  1 - j ) !  ] 
(3.s) 
m+p (e+n_p_ l _ j ) (~_p_ l _ j )  ] - ,  
t=oE p(v,e) (n - p -  1 - j)! J ' 
m+p - 1 
(g+n-p -  l - j )  (n-p- l-j)" (g+ n-p -  1--2") (~-p- l - j )  ] 
-~- - - -p - - i~  f(O) t:oE p(u,g) (n - p -  1 - j ) l  ] 
Suppose that (n - p), (p - 1) are even and Aiy (m + n i) = ai, n - p < i < n -- 1 with 
an-1 > 0. Then, A satisfies 
and 
max A(j, () < A < min /7(j, (), 
O<_j <_n-p -1  O< j <n--p- -1 
if n - p < p (3.9) 
where 
max A( j ,¢ )<A< min /~(j,~b), i fn -p>p,  (3.10) 
O<j<_p--1 O<j<_p--1 
n--p--1 
~(k)= E (-1)i+lap +i (m-k+n-p)( i )  
i! i=0 
p - I  
=K-. ,(_ l~ian_p+ j (m - k 4- n - p)(i+n-2p) ¢(k) 
i=o (i + n - 2p)! ' 
m K-" (~ - k + n - p - 1) (n-p-l) #(z, k) 
Z_~t:k (n -- p -- 1)! ' 
p--1 
/-.,t JK-"/-l/ian-P+ i (m + n - k) (n-p+~) D max 
k~[O,m+n] i=0 (n -- p + i)! ' 
~m+p 
and 
~( j ,  z)  = 
(m +p-  g)(P-l-J) 1 [ m+p (m +p - ~) (p - l - j )  
(p -  1 - j)! ] f (D) Ee:o j3(v,e) ~--- ' ]  - -~!  
-1  
m+p (m + p - ~) (P- l- j) 
~__~o x(g) (p - 1 - j)! 
m+p (m + p_  g)(p_t_j) 1 - t '  
f(o) ~=o #(u,e) (p_  ~ _ j)~ j . 
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PROOF. 
(a) It is clear that y is the unique solution of the initial value problem 
( -1)n-pAny = AF (k, y, Ay , . . . ,  An - ly ) ,  k • [0, m], 
A~y(0)=0,  0g i<p-1 ,  Aiy(0)=b~, p<i<n-1 .  
We shall obtain an upper bound for y. For this, from (A2) we have 
(-1)n-PAny(k) = ,kf (k, y(k), Ay(k),...,  A'~-ly(k)) > )~u(k)f(y(k)) >O. 
Hence, An- ly  is nonincreasing and consequently, 
An-ly(k)<An-ly(O)=bn_l,  k • [0, m+ 1]. 
Using the relation 
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(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
k-1  
Aiy(k)=bi+~Ai+ly(g) ,  p<i<n-2 ,  k• [O,m+n- i ]  (3.14) 
~-~0 
and also (3.13), we find 
k-1  
An-2y(k) = bn-2 + Z An- ly(t )  <- bn-2 + bn-lk, 
t=O 
k • [0,m + 2]. 
Applying the above inequality and continuing summing, we get 
.-p-i k(i) 
z~py(k) < ~ b,+, i! ' k • [0, m + n - p]. 
i=0  
Next, noting that 
(3.15) 
k-1  
a'y(k)  = ~ ~'+ly(t ) ,  
t=O 
successive summation of (3.15) yields 
n-p -  1 k(i+p) 
y(k) <_ ~ bp+i (i + p)! <- D' 
i=O 
Now, it follows from (3.11), (A2), (A1), and (3.17) that 
0<i<p-1 ,  kE[O,m+n- i ] ,  (3.16) 
k • [0, m + n]. (3.17) 
)~u(k)f(O) < (-1)n-PAny(k) < )~v(k)f(D), k e [0, m]. (3.18) 
CASE 1. n - -p  > p. In view of the initial conditions Aiy(0) = bi, (p _<) n -p  < i < n - 1, 
repeated summation of (3.18) from 0 to (k - 1) provides 
~?(k) - )~f(D)p(v, k) < An-py(k) < ~(k) - )~f(O)p(u, k), k • [0, m + p]. (3.19) 
Then, using the boundary conditions Aiy(m + n - i) = 0, 0 < i < n - p - 1 or equivalently 
Aiy (m+p+l )=O,  0<i<n- -p - - l ,  we sum (3.19) from k to (m + p) toget  
Q(j,k)<(-1)J+lAJy(k)<T(j ,k),  O<j<n-p -1 ,  kE[O,m+n- j ] ,  (3.20) 
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where 
m+p 
Q(j, k) = 
£=k 
(~ - k Jr n - p - 1 - j ) (n -p - l - j )  
in -p - l - j ) !  
m+p 
- )~f(D) Z P(V 'g) !g-  k +n-p -  1 _ j ) (n -p - l - j )  
~=/~ (n -p -  1 - j ) [  
and 
m+p (~ - k + n - p - 1 - j ) (n -p - l - j )  
T( j ,  k) = Z l/(e) (n - p - 1 - j)[ 
£.=k 
mWp 
-- )~f(0) Z p(u ,  e) (e -- k Jr n -- p -- I -- j ) (n -p - l - j )  
e=k Ca - p - 1 - j)[ 
In order to have AJy(0) = 0, 0 < j < p - 1 (< n - p - 1), from inequality (3.20), it is necessary 
that  
Q( j ,O)<O and T(j,O)>_O, O<_ j<p-1 ,  
or equivalently, 
A_>A(j,~/) and A_<B(j ,~/),  O<_j<_p-1 .  
Coupl ing the above two inequalities, we get (3.7) immediately. 
CASE 2. n - -p  < p. Using the initial conditions Aiy(0) = bi, p < i < n - 1, and Aiy(0) = 0, 
n - p < i _< p - 1, we sum (3.18) from 0 to (k - 1) to get (3.19)' which is (3.19) with ~/replaced 
by 0. Next, applying the boundary  conditions Aiy(m +p+ 1) = 0, 0 < i < n -p -1  and summing 
(3.19)' from k to (m + p), we obtain (3.20)' which is (3.20) with ~/replaced by 0. In order that  
AJy(0) = 0, 0 < j < n - p - 1, we follow a similar argument as in Case 1 and obtain (3.8). 
PROOF. 
(b) Clearly, y is the unique solution of the initial value problem 
( -1 )n -PAny  = )~F (k, y, Ay , . . .  , An - ly )  , k • [0, m], 
(3.21) 
Aiy (m+n- i )=O,  O<i<n-p-1 ,  A~y(m+n- i )=a~,  n -p<i<n-1 .  
Once again, we shall obtain an upper est imate for y. For this, since (n -p )  is even, from (3.12), 
we see that  An- ly  is nondecreasing, and hence, 
An- ly (k )  <An- ly (m+l )  =an- l ,  kE  [0, m + 1]. (3.22) 
Since 
re+n--i-- 1 
e=k 
n-p<i<n-2 ,  k e [0, m + n - i], (3.23) 
we find, in view of (3.22), 
m+l 
A~-2y(k )  = an-2  - Z A=- lY( I )  > a=-2 -- an- l (m -- k + 2), 
£=k 
k • [0, m + 2]. 
Using the above inequality and continuing the process, we get, on noting that  p is odd, 
p-1  
An_Py(k ) < ~-~(_l)ian_p+ i (m - k + p)(i) - i! , k e [0, m + p].  (3 .24)  
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Next, applying the relation 
m+n 
/Vy(k) = - Z A'+'y(t) ,  
~=k 
O<i<n-p-1 ,  kE[O,m+n- i ] ,  (3.25) 
and summing (3.24), we finally obtain, on noting that  (n - p) is even, 
p-1 
y(k) < E( -1 ) ian_n+i  (m + n - k) ('~-n+i) _ <D,  
i=o (n - p + i){ - 
k e [0, m + n]. (3.26) 
Subsequently, it follows from (3.21), (A2), (A1), and (3.26) that  
Au(k)f(O) < ( -1 ) " -PA"y(k )  <_ Av(k)f  (D) , k e [0, m]. (3.27) 
CASE 1. n -- p < p. Using the initial conditions Aiy(m + n - i) = ai, (n - p <) p < i < n - 1, 
successive summat ion  of (3.27) from k to (m + i), 0 < i < n - p - 1 gives 
-~(k)  + Af(O)~(u, k) < Any(k) < -~(k) + Af  (D) ~(v, k), k e [0, m + n - p]. (3.28) 
Next, noting the initial conditions A~y(0) = 0, 0 <_ i < p -  1, we sun~ (3.28) from 0 to (k - 1) to 
get 
Q( j , k )  <AJy (k )_<T( j ,k ) ,  0<j_p -1 ,  ke  [0 ,m+n- j ] ,  (3.29) 
where 
k-1  k -1  
Q(j, k) = - E ~(e) (k - 1 - e l (n - l - J )  + As(0) 
(k - 1 - g)(p-l- j)  
(p - 1 - j )!  
and 
k-1  
T( j ,  k) = - E ( ( / )  (k - 1 - e) (p - l - j )  k -1  e=o -(p---l-~T. +),f(Dly'~Z(v,t) (k -  1 _ e l (n - l - J )  
Hence, in order to have AJy(m + n - j )  = 0, 0 <_ j _< n - p -  1 (_< p - 1), or equivalently, 
AJy(m + p + 1) = 0, 0 <_ j <_ n - p - 1, from inequality (3.29), it is necessary that  
Q( j ,m+p+l )<O and T ( j ,m+p+l )>O,  O<j<n-p-1  
or 
A</~( j ,~)  and A_>.4(j ,~),  O<j<n-p-1 .  
A combinat ion of the above two inequalities leads to (3.9) immediately. 
CASE 2. n -- p > p. Noting the initial conditions A~y(m + n - i) = ai, n - p < i < n - 1, and 
A~y(m+n- i )  = O, p < i < n -p - l ,  successive summat ion of (3.27) gives (3.28)' which is the same 
as (3.28) with ~ replaced by ~b. Next, using the boundary  conditions Aiy(0) ---- 0, 0 < i < p - 1 
and summing (3.28)' from 0 to (k - 1), we obtain (3.29) ~ which is (3.29) with ~ replaced by ~b. 
In order that  AJy(m+n- - j )  = O, 0 < j < p -  1, we follow a similar argument as in Case 1 and 
obtain (3.10). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A be an eigenvalue of (1.1) and y E C be a corresponding eigenfunction. 
Further,  let d = HyH. Then, 
-> , (e )v (e  , (3.30) 
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and for a11 z E ~, m + p], 
-1  
_< ~ (-1)n-PG(z, g)u(g) (3.31) 
PROOF. First, we shall prove (3.30). For this, let k0 E [p, m + p] be such that d -- Ilyi] = y(ko). 
Then, applying (3.2), Lemma 2.2, and (A1), we find 
m m 
d = y(ko) -~- (ASy)(ko) <_ A E ¢(g)v(£)f(y(e)) < A E ¢(e)v(g)f(d) 
£=0 ~-----0 
from which (3.30) is immediate. 
Next, using (3.2) and (A1), we have for any z E [p, m + p], 
m m 
d > y(z) > A E( -1)n -PG(z ,  g)u(Of(y(i)) > A E( -1 )n -PG(z ,  g)u(g)f(Td), 
£=p £=p 
which is exactly (3.31). 
THEOREM 3.5. Let 
FB = { f f -~  is bounded for x E (O, c~) } , 
} } F0= f f(x) 0 , and Foo f f(x) oc . 
(a) If f E FB, then E = (0, c) or (0, c] t'or some c E (0, oo). 
(b) If  f E Fo, then E -~ (0,c] for some c E (0, oc). 
(c) If  f E Foo, then E = (0, c~). 
PROOF. 
(a) This is immediate from (3.31). 
(b) Since F0 C_ FB, it follows from Case (a) that E = (0, c) or (0, c] for some c E (0, c~). In 
particular, c -- sup E. Let {Am}m°°=l be a monotonically increasing sequence in E which 
(3O converges to c, and let {Ym}m=l in C be a corresponding sequence of eigenfunctions. 
oo  Further, let dm= [[Ym[[- Then, (3.31) implies that no subsequence of {din}m=1 can 
diverge to infinity. Thus, there exists L > 0 such that dm <_ L for all m. So Ym is 
oo  uniformly bounded. Hence, there is a subsequence of {Ym}m=l, relabeled as the original 
sequence, which converges uniformly to some y E C. Since AmSYm = Ym, it'follows that 
e 
csym = ~ ym. (3.32) 
Further, noting that {cSym}~m=l is relatively compact, Ym converges to y and Am converges 
to c, we let m -* oo in (3.32) to obtain cSy = y, i.e., c E E. This completes the proof for 
Case (b). 
This follows from Theorem 3.2 and (3.30). (c) 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the boundary value problem 
(v + 2)r k e [0, 81, 
Aay(k) = A [k(k- 1)(11 - k ) (12-  k) + 21 r '  y(0) = Ay(0) -- y(12) = Ay( l l )  = 0, 
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where A > 0 and r > 0. Here, n = 4, p = 2, and m = 8. By taking f(y) = (y + 2) r, we may 
choose 
F (k, y, Ay, A2y, Aay) 1 
u(k) = v(k)  = = 
f(y) [k(k - 1)(11 - k)(12 - k) + 2] r" 
All the Hypotheses (A1)-(A3) are satisfied. 
CASE 1. 0 __: r < 1. We have f • F~.  Therefore, by Theorem 3.5(c) the set E = (0, cx)). For 
instance, when A -- 24, the boundary value problem has a positive solution given by y(k) = 
k(k - 1)(11 -- k)(12 - k). 
CASE 2. r ----: 1. Since f • FB, by Theorem 3.5(a) the set E is an open or a half-closed interval. 
Further, from Case 1 and Theorem 3.2, we note that E contains the interval (0, 24]. 
CASE 3. r > 1. Clearly, f • F0. Thus, by Theorem 3.5(b), the set E is a half-closed interval. 
Again, as in Case 2, it is noted that (0, 24] _C E. 
4.  E IGENVALUE INTERVALS 
In this section, we shall not require the monotonicity condition (A1). Further, let the integer 
z* 6 Lp, m + p] be defined by 
m m 
max t~v (1 )n - 'G(k ,g )u( t ) .  (4.1) }~_, (-1)n-" O( z *, e)u( e) = ke[O,m+,q 
e=p 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that (A2) and (A3) hold. Then, (L, R) C_ E where 
L = 
)]_1 
m 
KpYoo }--~(-1)"-Pa(z*, e)u(e 
¢-----P J 
and R= v 
PROOF. Let A 6 (L, R). Noting that "y < Kp, we let e > 0 be such that 
[ m ] 
3'(f~ - ~) )--~J-1)n-"a(z *, e)u(e) 
e=p 
-1 ,]1 
<,x< Yo+e) ¢(e)v(e . 
e=O 
Next, we choose w > 0 so that 
(4.2) 
f (z)  < (fO "4- ~)x, 0 < 2: < to. (4.3) 
Let y E C be such that Ilyll = w. Then, applying (3.2), Lemma 2.2, (4.3), and (4.2) successively, 
we find for k E [0, m + n], 
Hence, 
m m 
(),Sy)(k) <_ ), ~ ¢(e)v(e)(yo + ~)y(e) < ), ~_. ¢(e)v(e)(fo + e)llyll <- Ilyll. 
£=0 t=O 
II~,Syll <_ Ilyll. 
If we set ~1 = {Y E B I Ilyll < w}, then (4.4) holds for y E C fq Ofh. 
b-~rther, we pick T > 0 so that 
(4.4) 
y(z) ~ (y~-  ~)z, z ~T.  (4.5) 
Let y e C be such that IlY[[ -- T'  - max{2w, T/3"}. Then, for k e [p,m+p], y(k) > 3"IlY[I >- 
3" T/" /= T. This, in view of (4.5), leads to 
f(y(k)) > ( foo-  e)y(k), k e [p ,m+p] .  (4.6) 
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Using (3.2), (4.6), and (4.2), we find 
m m 
(~Sy)(z*) >_ A ~'( -1F-Pa(z*,e)u(Of(y(e))  >_ A ~(-1F-Pa(z*,e)u(e)( foo - ,)y(e) 
£=p ¢-=p 
lrt 
> A~-~(-l)~-PC(z*,e)u(e)(foo - O~qyll -> Ilyll- 
£=p 
Therefore, 
IIASyII > Ilyll. (4.7) 
By setting ft2 = {y E B [ [[y[[ < T'}, we see that (4.7) holds for y E C M 0f~2. 
Now that we have obtained (4.4) and (4.7), it follows from Theorem 2.1 that AS has a fixed 
point y E C n (~2\f~1) such that w < [[y[[ < T'. Obviously, this y is a positive solution of (1.1). 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that (A2) and (A3) hold. Then, (L', R ~) C E where 
L '= -1)~-,a(z*,elu(e and R'= ¢(e)v(e 
£=0 
PROOF. Let A 6 (L', R'). Again, in view of the inequality 7 -< Kp, we pick e > 0 so that 
[ ]1 [ 11 
7(f0 - e) (-1)n-PG(z *, e)u(e) < A < (foo + e) ¢(e)v(e) 
e=p 
Let z0 > 0 be such that 
f(x) > (fo - e)x, 0 < x ~_ ff~. 
Further, let y E C with IiyI] = to. Then, on using (3.2), (4.9), and (4.8) successively, we get 
(4.s) 
(4.9) 
m 
(ASy)(z*) > A Z(-1)n-PG(z*,g)u(g)( fo-  e)y(g) _> HY[[- 
Therefore, inequality (4.7) follows immediately. If we set ~'~1 = {Y E B ] [[y[[ < ~}, then (4.7) 
holds for y E C A 0ill. 
Next, we may choose T > 0 such that 
f(x) <_ (foo + e)x, x >_ T. (4.10) 
There are two cases to consider, namely, f is bounded and f is unbounded. 
CASE 1. Suppose that f is bounded. Then, there exists some M > 0 such that 
f(x) < M, x E (0, oo). (4.11) 
We define T1 -- max {2~, AM )-~n=0 ¢(g)v(g)}. Let y E C be such that Ilyll = T1. From (3.2), 
Lemma 2.2, and (4.11), we find for k E [0,m + n], 
m m 
(ASy)(k) <_ A Z ¢(~)v(g)f(y(g)) < A Z ¢(g)v(g)M < T1 -- Iiyil. 
g=O e=O 
Hence, (4.4) holds. 
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CASE 2. Suppose that f is unbounded. So there exists T1 > max{2@, T} such that 
f (x )  < f(T1), 0 < x < TI. (4.12) 
Let y E C be such that IlylI = T1. Then, applying (3.2), Lemma 2.2, (4.12), (4.10), and (4.8) 
successively, we obtain for k E [0, m + n], 
m m 
(ASv)(k) < < + < T1 = IlVll. 
~=0 £=0 
Thus, (4.4) follows immediately. 
In both Cases 1 and.2, if we set f~2 = {y E B [ IIY[I < T1}, then (4.4) holds for y E C M 0~2. 
Now that we have obtained (4.7) and (4.4), it follows from Theorem 2.1 that AS has a fixed 
point y E C ~ (~2\f i l )  such that @ < Ilyll <- T1. It is clear that this y is a positive solution 
of (1.1). 
REMARK 4.1. If / is superlinear (i.e., f0 = 0 and foo = c~) or sublinear (i.e., f0 = cx~ and 
foo = 0), then we conclude from Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 that E = (0, oo), i.e., the boundary value 
problem (1.1) has a positive solution for any A > 0. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the boundary value problem 
1 
__Z._~3VA .. = )k [ak(lg - 1)(m + 3 - k) -~- b] r (av + b)", k [0, m], E 
v(0) = av(0)  = v (m + a) = 0, 
whereA, a, b> 0, andr  < 1. In this example, n=3 andp=2.  Choosing f (y )  = (ay+b)" ,  
we may take u(k)  = v(k)  = [ak(k - 1)(m + 3 - k) + b] - r .  The Hypotheses (A2) and (A3) are 
satisfied. 
CASE 1. r < 1. It is clear that f is sublinear. Hence, in view of Remark 4.1, for any A > 0 the 
boundary value problem has a positive solution. Further, we remark that for the special case 
0 < r < 1, Hypothesis (A1) is fulfilled and f e Foo. Thus, by Theorem 3.5(c), we also have 
E = (0, c~). In fact, it is noted that when A = 6, the corresponding eigenfunction is given by 
y(k)  = k (k -  1)(m + 3 -  k). 
CASE 2. r -~  1. Here, f0 = oo and foo = a. As a specific example, we let m = 6, a = 0.1, and 
b = 150. By direct computation, we obtain from Lemma 2.2 that ¢(e) = q(e), e E [0, 6]. Hence, 
by Theorem 4.2, we have ] -1) 
E _D 0, 10 q(e)v( l )  _D (0,7.91). 
As an example, when A = 6 E (0, 7.91), the corresponding eigenfunction is given by y(k)  = 
k (k  - 1)(9 - k). 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Consider the boundary value problem 
A4y=A[(k+2) (2y+l ) -y -1 ] ,  kE[0,8] ,  y (0 )=y(12)=Ay( l l )=A2y(10)=0,  
where A > 0. Here, n = 4, p = 1, and m = 8. Let f (y )  = y + 1. Then, f0 = oo, f~  = 1 and 
we may take u(k)  = k + 1 and v(k)  = 2k + 3. Hypotheses (A2) and (A3) are satisfied. From 
Lemma 2.2, we obtain ¢(0) = q(0) and ¢(~) = r(~), ~ E [1, 8]. Hence, ~]8=0 ¢(~)v(~) = 10764 and 
we conclude by Theorem 4.2 that (0, 9.29 x 10 -5) C E. 
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5. EX ISTENCE OF  TWO POSIT IVE  SOLUTIONS 
In this section, let A = 1 in (1.1). Further, we shall not require the monotonicity condition (A1). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let w > 0 be given. Suppose that f satisfies 
1 
o < f ( z )  _< w e)v(e , o < x _< w. (5.1) 
(a) I f  fo = oo, then there exists a positive solution Yl of(1.1) with 0 < [[mll ~< w. 
(b) I f  foo = oo, then there exists a positive solution Y2 of(1.1) with [[Y2[[ > w. 
(c) I f  fo = foo = co, then there exist two positive solutions Yl and Y2 of(1.1) with 
0 < Ilmll < ~ -< Ily~li. 
PROOF. Let 
(a) 
A = _ n-p u 
Since fo = oo, there exists r E (0, w) such that 
-1  
(5.2) 
f (x )  > Ax, 0 < x < r. (5.3) 
Let y E C be such that I[Y[I = r. Then, on using (3.2), (5.3), and (5.2) successively, we 
find 
m m 
Sy(p) >_ ~_,(-1)n-PG(p, e)u(e)A y(e) >_ Z(-1)n-pG(p, e)u(e)A-rilyll = Hylf. 
t=p l=p 
(5.4) 
This immediately implies that 
IlSyii > llyll. (5.5) 
If we set f~l = {Y e B I IlYll < r}, then (5.5) holds for y e C gl 0f~l. 
Next, let y E C be such that ]IYl] -- w. Then, in view of (3.2), Lemma 2.2, and (5.1), 
we find for k E [0, m + n], 
Sy(k) < Y2~ ¢(~)v(e)/(y(e)) < ~ = liyli. 
Hence, 
lisyii < iiyli. (5.6) 
By setting f~2 = {Y E B [ HY][ < w}, we see that (5.6) holds for y E C C) Of~2. 
Having obtained (5.5) and (5.6), it follows from Theorem 2.1 that S has a fixed point 
Yl E C A (~)2\f~1) such that r < IHYl[I g w. Clearly, this Yl is a positive solution of (1.1). 
(b) As in Case (a), condition (5.1) gives rise to (5.6). Hence, if we set f~l -- {Y e B I ]]Y[[ < w}, 
then (5.6) holds for y E C n 0f~l. 
Next, let A be defined as in (5.2). Since foo = oo, we may choose T > w such that 
f (x )  >_ Ax, x > T. (5.7) 
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Let y E C be such that IIyll = T/% Then, for k • ~v,m +p], y(k) > 711YH = 7" T /~/= T, 
which, in view of (5.7), leads to 
f (y(k))  > A y(k), k • ~, m ÷ p]. (5.8) 
Using (3.2), (5.8), and (5.2)i wefind (5.4)andso (5.5)holds. If we set ~2 = {Y E B Illyll < 
T/.~}, then (5.5) holds for y • C n 0122. 
Now that we have obtained (5.6) and (5.5), it again follows from Theorem 2.1 that S 
has a fixed point Y2 • C N (~2\~1) such that w <_ ][Y2[I <- T /% It is clear that this Y2 is 
a positive solution of (1.1). 
(c) This is a direct consequence of Cases (a) and (b). 
THEOREM 5.2. Let w > 0 be given. Suppose that f satisfies 
f (x)  > w --1)n-PV(p,i)u(g , ~ /w<u<w.  (5.9) 
(a) I f  fo = O, then there exists a positive solution Yl of (1.1) with 0 < []YlI[ ~ w. 
(b) I f  foo = O, then there exists a positive solution Y2 of (1.1) with ]IY2]] >- w. 
(c) H fo == f~ = O, then there exist two positive solutions Yl and Y2 of (1.1) with 
0 < [[Y~[] ~ w ~ [ly2Jl. 
PROOF. 
(a) Let 
[~--~0 ¢( )  (e)! -~ ( ) c = e v 5.10 
Since f0 = 0, there exists 5 E (0, w) such that 
f(x) < ~ x, 0 < x < 5. (5.11) 
Let y E C be such that IiylI = 5. Then, applying (3.2), Lemma 2.2, (5.11), and (5.10) successively 
yields 
m m 
Sy(k) < ~ ¢(~)v(~)~ y(~) < ~ ¢(~)v(~)~ Ilyll = IlyII, k e [0, m + hi. (5.12) 
~=0 g=0 
Hence, (5.6) follows. If we set ~1 = {Y • B I ]lyll < 5}, then (5.6) holds for y • C n 0~1. 
Next, let y • C be such that I]Y]] = w. Then, it follows from (3.2) and (5.9) that 
m 
Sy(p) > ) -~(-1)~-pv(p,e)u(e)/(y(e))> ~ = Ilyll. 
£=p 
Thus, (5.5) holds. By setting ~2 = {Y • B ] []Yl] < w}, we see that (5.5) holds for y E C N 0~2. 
Having obtained (5.6) and (5.5), it follows from Theorem 2.1 that S has a fixed point Yl E 
C M (~2\121) such that 5 < ]]YlH -< w. Clearly, this Yl is a positive solution of (1.1). 
PROOF. 
(b) As in Case (a), condition (5.9) gives rise to (5.5). So if we set ~1 = {Y e S I IlYll < w}, 
then (5.5) holds for y E C n 0121. 
Next, let e be defined as in (5.10). Since foo = 0, we may choose M > w such that 
f ( z )  < e z, x > M. (5.13) 
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Let y • C be such that HYll -- M. Then, by (3.2), Lemma 2.2, and (5.13) we obtain (5.12) and 
so (5.6) holds. If we set f~2 = {Y • B I HyH < M}, then (5.6) holds for y • C N Otis. 
Now that we have obtained (5.5) and (5.6), once again it follows from Theorem 2.1 that S has 
a fixed point Y2 • C A (~2\~1) such that w < IlY211 -< M. It is clear that this Y2 is a positive 
solution of (1.1). 
PROOF. 
(c) This is immediate from Cases (a) and (b). 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Consider the boundary value problem 
A3y(k ) = 6 [k(8_k)(7_k)]2+M (y2+M),  k•[0,51, y(0)  = z y(7) = y(8)  = 0, 
where M > 0. Here, n = 3, p = 1, and m = 5. By taking f (y )  = y2+M,  we may pick 
u(k)  = v(k)  = 6{[k(8 - k)(7 - k)] 2 + M} -1. Clearly, Hypotheses (A2) and (A3) are satisfied. 
Further, from Lemma 2.2, it is computed that ¢(0) = q(0) and ¢(~) = r(e), ~ E [1,5]. 
It is obvious that f0 = foo = co. We aim to find some w > 0 such that condition (5.1) is 
fulfilled. To begin, we see that 
m m 6 244.5 
Z¢(£)v (~)  < ~¢(£)  M - M " 
~=0 ~=0 
This implies that 
-1  
M 
- 244.5" 
Thus, noting that f (y )  = y~ + M <_ w 2 + M for 0 < y < w, condition (5.1) is fulfilled provided 
M 
f (y )  < w 2 + M <_ w 244.----~ -< w O<y<w.  
The above relation reduces to 244.5w 2 - wM + 244.5M < 0. Clearly, this quadratic inequality 
holds for some w > 0 if and only if M > 239121. 
As an example, take M = 239121. Then, in order that (5.1) is satisfied, we set 
[~=0 - -1 f (y )  < w 2 ÷ 239121 ~ w ¢(£)v(£) < 989w, O<y<w.  
This gives 421 _< w < 568. Hence, (5.1) holds for any w E [421,568]. By Theorem 5.1(c), there 
exist two positive solutions Yl and Y2 with 0 < IlYlll -< w _< IlY2H. Since w E [421,568], it is clear 
that 
0 < IlYlll -< 421 and IlY211 -> 568. 
In fact, one positive solution is given by y(k)  -- k(8 - k)(7 - k) and we note that Ilyll = 60 is 
within one of the ranges given above. 
6. POS IT IVE  SOLUTIONS OF  (1 .2 )  
THEOREM 6.1. Let  w > 0 be given. Suppose that 
m 
1 + 1 - + < w (6 .1)  
m+2 - wr' + w ~" 
~=0 
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Then, the boundary value problem (1.2) has two positive solutions Yl and Y2 such that 
o < Ily~ll <- w ~ Ilyell. 
PROOF. In (1.2), F(k ,y)  = a(k) (ya 4- y~). If we take f (x )  = x ~ + x ~, then we may pick 
u(k) = v(k) = a(k). It is also noted that f0 -- foo -- oc. Next, since f (x )  < w ~ ÷w ~ for 
0 < x < w, it follows that (5.1) is fulfilled provided that 
-1 
(6.2) 
Noting that n -- 2 and p -- 1, from Lemma 2.2, we compute that 
¢(t) = q(e) = (m + 1 - e)(e + 1) e e [o, m]. 
m+2 
Therefore, inequality (6.2) is exactly (6.1). The conclusion is now clear from Theorem 5.1(c). 
REMARK 6.1. In [15], we have also discussed the boundary value problem (1.2). The condition 
corresponding to (6.1) is obtained as [15] 
m 
~(m + 1-  e)a(e) < w 
w ~ + w~" ~=0 
Clearly, this is a stronger condition than (6.1), and hence, (6.1) is an improvement. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Consider the boundary value problem (1.2) with m -- 7. Let w -- 1 be given. 
Then, condition (6.1) reduces to 
7 
1 1 
z (s -e ) (e+l )a (e )  ~ 5" (6.3) 
£=0 
By Theorem 6.1, for those a(k) which fulfill (6.3), the boundary value problem has double positive 
solutions Yl and Y2 such that 0 <: [lYl][ <- 1 <_ Ily2H. Some examples of such a(k) are a(k) = 
[8(k -[- 1)] -1 ,  (]g -~- 2)/147. 
Now, we shall establish upper and lower bounds for the two positive solutions of (1.2). 
THEOREM 6.2. We define 
A(x) = max 6 ( 
~e[1,m] m+2 m 
w, = [A(a)] 111-~, 
+ 2-  5 m + 1 - e)a(e), 
and w2 = [A(/3)] 1/1-z. 
Let iv > O be given. Suppose that (6.1) holds. Then, the boundary value problem (1.2) has two 
positive solutions Yl and Y2 such that 
(a) i fw  < min{wl,w2}, then O < HYl[[ -< w _< [[Y2[[ <- min{wl,w2}; 
(b) i fmin{wl ,w2} < w < max{wl,w2}, then 
min{wl,w2} <_ IlYlll -< w < IlY21[ <- max{wl,w2}; 
(c) i fw  > max{wl,w2}, then max{wl,w2} _< IlYlll -< w _< IlY~II. 
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PROOF. Since (6.1) is satisfied, it follows from Theorem 6.1 that (1.2) has double positive solu- 
tions Y3 and Y4 such that 
0 < Iiy3]l -~ w < I]y4I]- (6.4) 
To establish upper and lower bounds for the two positive solutions, for an arbitrary 5 E [1, m], 
we let C~ be a cone in B defined by 
C~=(YeB ly (k )  isn°nnegative°n[O'm+2]' ke[a,m+,lmin .y(k)> m +12 - ~ Ilyll } • (6.5) 
Define the operator S : Ca ~ B by 
m 
sy(k) = ~-g(k ,  ~)a(t) [y(t)" + y(t) ' ] ,  
t=O 
k e [0,m + 2], 
where g(k, e) = G(k, g)],~=2, p=l. To obtain a positive solution of (1.2), we shall seek a fixed point 
of S in the cone C6. 
First, we shall show that the operator S maps C~ into itself. For this, let y E Ca. It is obvious 
that Sy(k) is nonnegative on [0, m + 2]. Further, we have 
m 
Sy(k) ~ ~ IIg(',~)lla(~)[y(~)" + y(~)~], 
t=O 
k e [0,m + 2], 
which gives 
m 
IlSyll < ]~] Ilg(.,e)JJa(e)[y(O ~ + y(t)~].  
t=O 
Now, from (2.12) (n = 2, p = 1), we compute that 
(6.6) 
Ka=min{ 5 1 } = t 
m+l '  m+2-5  m+2- / f "  
Thus, applying Lemma 2.1 and (6.6), we find for k E [~i,m + 1], 
,n 1 
t=0 
1 
m + 2 - ~ IlSyllo 
Consequently, 
min  .Sy(k) > 1 
keIa,m+l] m + 2 -- 5 IISyI[ 
and so Sy E Ca. Also, the standard arguments yield that S is completely continuous. 
Let y e C6 be such that [[y[[ = w. Then, in view of Lemma 2.2 and (6.1), we find 
Sy(k ) < ~ (m+ 1 -g ) (g+ 1) 
- m+2 t=0 
a(e) (w" + w ' )  < ~ = Ilyll, ke  [0,m + 2]. 
Hence, (5.6) follows. If we set ~ -- {y E B [ [[y[[ < w}, then (5.6) holds for y E Ca n Oft. 
Now, let y E Ca. It follows that 
m 
IlSyll _> ~ -g(5, e)a(g) [y(~)a + y(g)~] > -g((~, g)a(g) [y(g)a + y(g)~] 
t=O t=6 
[ I l l  ° ] > e=~-g(6 'Oa( t )  m + 2 -  6 Ilull" + +2-5  IlylIZ " 
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From (2.8), we find that -g(5, g) = 5(m + 1 - g)/(m + 2). Using this in the above inequality and 
then taking maximum over 5, it follows immediately that 
]]Syi] _> A(a)liYll ~ + A(/3)iiy]l ~. (6.7) 
Let y E C~ be such that IIYI] = wl. Then, (6.7) provides 
IlSyll _> A(oL)IlYll = A( )IlylI -Illyll = Ilyll. (6.8) 
If we set ~1 = {Y E B ] IlYll < wl}, then (6.8) holds for y E C~ N 0f~l. Now that we have 
obtained (5.6) and (6.8), it follows from Theorem 2.1 that S has a fixed point Y5 such that 
min{wl,w} < IlY511 -< max{wl,w}. (6.9) 
Likewise, if we let y E C~ be such that [IYI] = w2, then from (6.7) we get 
IlSyll _> A( ')IlYll = A(Z)IlylIZ-IIIyll = Ilyll. (6.1o) 
By setting ~t2 -- {y E B [ IIY[] < w2}, we see that (6.10) holds for y E C6 n Of~2. Having 
obtained (5.6) and (6.10), once again by Theorem 2.1, we conclude that S has a fixed point Y6 
such that 
min{w2,w} < [ly611- max{w2,w}. (6.11) 
Now, a combination of (6.4), (6.9), and (6.11) yields our result. To be more precise, in Case (a), 
we may pick 
: Y3 and Y2 = ~ Y5, Wl _< w2, Yl [ Y6, Wl _> w2. 
In Case (b), it is clear that 
S (ys,y6), Wl < w2, 
(yl, Y2) / (Y6, Ys), Wl ~_ w2. 
Finally, in Case (c), we shall take 
Y6, Wl < W2, 
Yl = -- and Y2 -- Y4. 
Y5~ Wl -~ w2, 
EXAMPLE 6.2. Consider the boundary value problem 
1 (yO.5 yL1) [0, 6], A2Y+ (2k+3)  2 + =0,  kE  y (0)=y(8)=0.  
Here, c~ = 0.5, /~ = 1.1, and a(k) = (2k + 3) -2. Condition (6.1) is equivalent to 
w 1 ~ (7 -  g)(g + 1) 
w°'5 + w1"1 >- -8 e=o ~i  7 3-~ _> 0.248, 
which is satisfied for any w > 0.0956. By direct computation, we find that 
Wl = [A(0.5)] 2 = 4.18 x 10 -4 and w2 = [A(1.1)] -1° = 5.45 x 1021 . 
CASE 1. Let w E [0.0956, w2). Then, by Theorem 6.2(b), the boundary value problem has two 
positive solutions Yl and Y2 such that Wl < [[Yrt[ -< w _< I[Y21[ -< w2. Noting the range of w, this 
inequality leads to 
4.18 x 10 -4  < Ilylll < 0.0956 and 5.45 × 1021 -- £ < Ily21[ -< 5.45 x 1021, (6.12) 
where e > 0 is small. 
CASE 2. Let w > w2. Then, it follows from Theorem 6.2(c) that the boundary value problem 
has two positive solutions Y3 and Y4 such that w2 <_ Ily3I[ -< w <_ [[y4[I. Therefore, 
5.45 x 1021 _< Ily31l _< 5.45 × 1021 -[- e and Hy4H > 5.45 × 1021 -~- e, (6.13) 
where e > 0 is small. 
Combining (6.12) and (6.13), we see that the boundary value problem has (at least,) four 
positive solutions. 
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7. POSIT IVE  SOLUTIONS OF  (1 .3 )  
THEOREM 7.1. Let w > 0 be given. Suppose that 
1 m 
m + 2 ~(m + 1 - g)(e + 1)a(/) _< we -aT. (7.1) 
t=0 
Then, the boundary value problem (1.3) has two positive solutions Yl and Y2 such that 
0 < Ilylll ~ w ~ Ily211. 
PROOF. In (1.3), F(k, y) = a(k) e ~y. By taking f (x)  = e ~x, we may choose u(k) = v(k) = a(k). 
Also, it is obvious that f0 = foo = oo. Noting that f (x)  <_ e ~w for 0 < x _< w, we see that 
condition (5.1) is satisfied provided that 
e ~ _< ~, ¢(e)v(e) = ~ m-~:~ a(e) , 
g----0 
or equivalently, condition (7.1) holds. The conclusion of the theorem follows immediately from 
Theorem 5.1(c). 
EXAMPLE 7.1. Consider the boundary value problem 
A2y+a(k)  e y=0,  ke[0 ,9] ,  y (0 )=y( l l )=0.  
Let w -- 1/2 be given. Then, condition (7.1) reduces to 
9 
1 e_1/2. (7.2) 111 ~--~(10 - g)(g + 1)a(g) -< 5 
£=0 
By Theorem 7.1, for those a(k) which fulfill (7.2), the boundary value problem has two positive 
solutions Yl and Y2 such that 0 < [[yl[[ _< 1/2 ~ [[Y2[[. Some examples of such a(k) are a(k) = 
[6(k 3 + 3k + 1)] -1, (k 2 ÷ 1)/2000. 
The next result offers upper and lower bounds for the two positive solutions of (1.3). 
THEOREM 7.2. Let i ~ j be given integers in the set {0, 2, 3,. . .  }. We define 
1 (~ a x 
D(x) = ~. max (m + 1 - g)a(£), 
6E[1,m] m -b 2 m -b 2 - 6 e=~ 
wl = [D(j)] 1/1-j, and w2 = [D(i)] 1/1-i. 
Let w > 0 be given. Suppose that (7.1) holds. Then, the boundary value problem (1.3) has twin 
positive solutions Yl and Y2 such that conclusions (a)-(c) of Theorem 6.2 hold. 
PROOF. Since (7.1) is fulfilled, by Theorem 7.1 the boundary value problem (1.3) has double 
positive solutions f13 and Y4 such that (6.4) holds. 
To establish further upper and lower bounds for the two positive solutions, let 6 E [1, m] and 
C~ be a cone in B defined by (6.5). Further, we define the operator S : C~ --* B by 
m 
sy(~) -- ~ -g(k,  e)a(~)e ~¢~), k e [0, m + 2], 
£----0 
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where g(k, g) = G(k, g)]n=2, v=l. To obtain a positive solution of (1.3), we shall seek a fixed point 
of S in the cone C6. As in the proof of Theorem 6.2, it can be verified that S maps Ce into itself 
and S is completely continuous. 
Let y • C6 be such that IlYll = w. Then, an application of Lemma 2.2 and (7.1) yields 
m 
Sy(k) < E (m ÷ 1 - g)(g ÷ 1) a(g)e,, w < w = Ilyll 
- m ÷ 2  - ' 
~=0 
k • [0,m + 2]. 
Hence, (5.6) holds. By setting 12 = {y • B I Ilyll < w}, we see that (5.6) holds for y • C6 N 0f~. 
Next, let y • C~. We find that 
m 7T~ m 
IISyll > E-g(5,g.)a(g)eaY(O > E-g(5,g)a(g)eay(e) > E -g(6 ,  g)a(g)e(a/m+2-~)llYlt 
~=0 e=6 g=6 
e=~ m+2 6 --fi--[ + ~ ' - - m+2-6  i! J 
where in the last inequality we have used the relation 
xJ x i 
eX > - j  + i-- (, x>O.  
Upon substituting -g(6, g) -- 6(m ÷ 1 - g)/(m ÷ 2) and taking maximum over 6, we get 
IISytl >_ D(j)Ilyll j ÷ D(i)llyll i. (7.3) 
Following a similar technique as in the proof of Theorem 6.2, from (7.3) we obtain (5.5) for 
y • C N 0f~l as well as for y • C n 0~2, where 
~I={y•B[  IIYll <wl}  and ~22={y•B I IlyH <w2}. 
Now that we have obtained (5.6) and (5.5), by Theorem 2.1, S has a fixed point Y5 satisfying (6.9) 
and also a fixed point Y6 such that (6.11) holds. As in the proof of Theorem 6.2, a combination 
of (6.4), (6.9), and (6.11) leads to conclusions (a)-(c) immediately. 
EXAMPLE 7.2. Consider the boundary value problem 
2 e y/l°0°° = o, k e [0, 6], y(0) = y(8) = 0. A2y + e(Sk_k2)/lOOO 0 
Let i = 3 and j = 0 be given. Here, a = 1/10000 and a(k) = 2e -(8k-k2)/lO0°°. By direct 
computation, condition (7.1) is satisfied provided that 21.1 < w _< 82809. Further, we compute 
that 
Wl = D(0) = 7.49 and w2 = [D(3)] -1/2 = 5660249. 
Since w E (wl, w2), it follows from Theorem 7.2(b) that the boundary value problem has two pos- 
itive solutions Yl and Y2 such that Wl < IlYxll -< w < IlY211 <- w2. Further, since w c [21.1, 82809], 
we may conclude that 
7.49 ~ Ily, ll -< 21.1 and 82809 ~ Ily211 ~ 5660249. (7.4) 
In fact, a positive solution is given by y(k) = k(8 - k) and we note that IlYll = 16 is within the 
range obtained in (7.4). 
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